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Healthcare sector kicks into top gear
Therapeutic efforts accelerating at unprecedented speed

Over 20 vaccines in development

• Ultimately to generate population immunity in a safe manner,
vaccines to COVID-19 will be required

• Over 20 vaccine programmes have been started already to date
• DNA sequencing so far has shown the SARS-CoV-2 genome to be
more stable than that of flu, suggesting vaccines can be effective

• Vaccines will likely come in two waves:
1. RNA vaccines have an advantage of being rapid to develop

2.

(possibly 12-18 months) while offering less protection.
Moderna’s vaccine is in the clinic and its CEO said it may be
available in early access by autumn 2020, with approval 2021
Virus-based vaccines elicit a stronger immune reaction but
take longer (18-24 months) – yet to start clinical trials

Existing off the shelf drugs to reduce mortality

Tests for presence of immunity to SARS-CoV2 coming soon

• Quickest response of bio-pharma industry to pandemic has been to

• WHO is advocating a testing and containment-led approach to

survey the potential of existing drugs to treat COVID-19 in two broad
areas:

1. Anti-virals to slow progression of infection and as possible
prophylactics – one group targets virus specifically - Gilead’s
remdesivir (broad spectrum anti-RNA virus) seems the most
promising – and another targeting the host cell - e.g. anti-malarials
are being tested. These are cheap to manufacture small molecule
drugs that could be made at a huge scale.

2. Anti-inflammatories to reduce mortality once patients develop more
severe lung complications – Roche’s Actemra promising here with
large Phase 3 trials underway.

tackling the virus, similar to that achieved in China / South Korea

• Testing for presence of virus currently relies on complex test that is
not a definitive readout – does not test if recovered from infection

• The technology to test of presence of immunity (antibodies) to virus
is straightforward, much cheaper and quicker than testing for virus

• These tests are on the verge of rollout in lab / home testing formats
and will help answer important questions as to the level of infection
in the population, which will be critical to reopening the economy

• As the level of information improves and uncertainty decreases, it
may be that the first shutdowns are the most severe
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Controlling virus transmission will come before therapeutics
But tracking case numbers is messy
Italy and US tracking ahead of China

Flaws to tracking cases numbers
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1. There was initially no diagnostic test for a
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South Korea is the key exception and Japan has maintained cases below 1,000

4. Each country takes a different approach to
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testing and has ramped diagnostic testing
capacity at different rates.
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performed in hospitals or research labs, so
self-select the more serious patients and
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7. Several companies have now developed
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antibody based serological tests, but most
lack scale or at-home capability
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Clustering of deaths by country
Could regional quarantines be effective?
UK deaths by region – clustered in London and Midlands

New York and Washington nearly 50% of US deaths

South West, 22, East Anglia, 19, 5%
6%
New York, 218,
30%

Others, 207, 29%

North East, 31, 8%
London, 155, 40%
North West, 43,
11%

Georgia, 38, 5%

New Jersey, 44,
6%
Louisiana, 46, 6%
California, 52, 7%

South East, 54,
14%
Midlands, 62, 16%

Washington, 123,
17%

Source: UK Government data – 23 March ‘20

Madrid accounting for over half of Spain’s fatalities

Lombardy region the epicentre in Italy
Marche, 231, 4% Veneto, 216, 3%
Liguria, 231, 4%

Source: NY Times 25 March ‘20

Region of Valencia,
115, 4%
Castile & Leon,
124, 5%

Tuscany, 129, 2%

Andalusia, 87, 3%

Piedmont, 374, 6%
Basque Country,
133, 5%

Castile La Mancha,
216, 8%
Emilia-Romagna,
985, 15%

Lombardy, 4178,
66%

Madrid, 1535, 56%

Catalonia, 516,
19%

Source: Statista.com 24 March ‘20

Source: Statista.com 25 March ‘20
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Tracking deaths gives a clearer picture
Flatter curves emerging in UK, US, France and Germany
US and UK clearly flatter than Italy

Death rate is more reliable indicator of real
level of infection
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• COVID-19 has distinct pathology: shortness

of breath, fever and coughing initially for 35 days. 2-3% develop interstitial viral
pneumonia, which needs anti-virals and
oxygen (ie ventilators). Ventiliator used to
minimise infection risk to staff.
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day 8-10, and younger people tend to
recover after 2-4 days in hospital with
oxygen +/- ventilator.
• The clear progression from symptoms to

death is therefore a more reliable marker
than the number of cases.

Spain has a problem though. France and Germany also flatter than Italy
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• A variety of adjustments are being made to
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show different trajectories for UK and US
(e.g. 10th death or 100th case). This
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Cases to deaths trends should provide reassurance
8-10 day lag between symptoms/diagnosis and death
Italian deaths to total cases reducing

Spain cases increasing far quicker than cases
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US looks good even after the 8-10 day lag

Source: Worldometer, Numis Securities Research

UK also looks good
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Further insight from logarithmic scale charts
Signs that curves are slowing in key countries
Lag effect in Spain
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Increasing divergence in US curves = lower case fatality rates

Source:Worldometer & Numis Securities Research

...but tightening in the UK
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Data from Italy
Similar demographics to China-WHO Joint Report

• The data shows the characteristics of patients dying in relation to

Nearly 90% of deaths >70 years (based on 1,625 deaths at 17 March ’20)

COVID-19 in Italy.
Under 30 yrs
0%

• The case fatality rate of 7% (defined as number of deaths/ no. of
cases) is much higher than that seen in China at 2% due to higher
elderly population (esp. >90 yrs) and different testing methods.

Aged 30-39 Aged 40-49 Aged 50-59
1%
3%
0%
Aged 60-69
8%

• For the sub-sample below that includes 335 patients with COVID-19
who died in Italy – the mean age was 80 years and 70% were male.

Over >80
52%

• Over the past 8 days a further 5,200 patients have died in Italy – with

Aged 70-79
36%

healthcare systems under extreme pressure – this is likely to change
this data analysis.

Source: Onder et al, March 23, 2020 - based on data at 17 March '20
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One underlying
disease
25%

Three or more
underlying disease
48%

Types of co-morbidities/ underlying conditions observed
40%
35%

% of patients (n=355)

Nearly half of fatalities were patients that had three or more underlying
conditions
No other conditions
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26%
Source: Onder et al, March 23, 2020 - based on data at 17 March '20, Numis Securities Research
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Source: Onder et al, March 23, 2020 - based on data at 17 March '20, Numis Securities Research
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Demographics and risk factors
Healthcare spend as % GDP

Population >65 years
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Obesity is a risk factor (% popn)

Source: OECD, 2019

Daily smoking also a risk factor (% popn)
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Global focus on increasing healthcare capacity – Clinical staff, ICU
beds, ventilators
Taking the UK as an example

Acute healthcare beds per 1,000 popn

• Independent Hospital/ NHS England sector agreement starts 23
March to provide capacity for 14 weeks min, renewable on a rolling
monthly basis. Adds 20,000 clinical staff, 8,000 beds (+6%) and
boosts ventilator capacity by 10-15%

• NHS adding surge capacity and new field hospitals e.g NHS
Nightingale

• Ex-Clinical staff returning to the NHS.
• Reducing required staffing ratios within ICU
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Analysing the case fatality rate (not mortality rate)
Based on Report of the WHO-China Joint Mission from 28 Feb
Higher apparent risk for men

Highest risk for cardiovascular co-morbidities
Confirmed case fatality rate (%)

Confirmed case fatality rate (%)
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1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%
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Female

14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
Cardiovascular
disease

Diabetes

Source: WHO-China Joint Report, Numis Securities Researc

Material lower risks below 60 years of age

Chronic
respiratory
disease

Hypertension

Cancer

None

Source: WHO-China Joint Report, Numis Securities Research

COVID spread across China
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Source: Numis Securities Research
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Mortality rate is different to case fatality, or closed case rates
Important to understand the differences in rates
WHO and CDC acknowledge there's a wide range

Differences in rates

• Mortality rate: this is the number of
attributable deaths divided by the total
number of people infected. It therefore
includes mild/asymptomatic and untested
self-isolators.

• Case fatality rate (CFR): this is the
number of attributable deaths divided by
the number of confirmed cases. It misses
out the mild/asymptomatic patients but is
the widely used in the media as the
mortality rate. WHO case fatality rate

• Hospital fatality rate (HFR): the number of
deaths divided by the number of patients
hospitalised, which has been higher in
certain hospitals that run out of capacity.

• Closed case rate: this is the most extreme
measure whereby the number of
attributable deaths is divided by the number
of cases that have either results in deaths
or discharge. Again it does not include
mild/asymptomatic nor self-isolators and
recording discharges is not a priority.

• Other factors: Some countries classify
Source: WHO and CDC

deaths OF COVID differently to deaths
WITH COVID on the basis that other comorbidities should be considered.
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Digging deeper into mortality rates
Diamond Princess the largest fully tested “Petri dish” where infection has run the longest course
Many countries above the 1.4% of Diamond Princess

• Huge uncertainties in what this data means

without the true number of infected patients
(ie including mild/asymptomatic and selfisolators) being known.

CFR (total cases)

12%
10%
8%

6%

• Diamond Princess sets the benchmark, but

4%

on a ship largely full of elderly patients and
difficulties in avoiding the virus, CFR was
1.0% (7/705 infected, of 3,711 in total, a
c.19% infection rate, over 50% of whom
were asymptomatic) ,with c.2% still critical

2%
0%

Total

• Also worth looking at deaths per 100,000 of

Diamond Princess
Source: Worldometer, Numis Securities Research

Deaths per 100,000 population

COVID-19 versus seasonal flu in US
12

the population where only Italy, Spain and
Iran are tracking higher than the average
US deaths from seasonal flu per 100,000 of
the population
• Epidemiologists will be analysing data like

10

this for decades to work out what could
have been done better and how better to
react next time, with a greater testing
infrastructure likely to result.

8
6
4

2

• Town of Vo, Italy tested all of its 3,000

0

inhabitants twice, with a c.3%, then 0.2%
infection rate (early March, most
asymptomatic). No deaths in group tested.
C-19

CDC (seasonal flu)

• Iceland conducting population screening
Source: Worldometer, CDC & Numis Securities Research

and tracking viral epidemiology
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Diamond Princess
An important benchmark of a fully tested population

From John P.A. Ioannidis, Stanford Epidemiologist in STAT News
“Projecting the Diamond Princess mortality rate onto the age structure of the U.S. population, the death rate among people
infected with Covid-19 would be 0.125%. But since this estimate is based on extremely thin data — there were just seven
deaths among the 700 infected passengers and crew — the real death rate could stretch from five times lower (0.025%) to
five times higher (0.625%). It is also possible that some of the passengers who were infected might die later, and that tourists
may have different frequencies of chronic diseases — a risk factor for worse outcomes with SARS-CoV-2 infection — than
the general population. Adding these extra sources of uncertainty, reasonable estimates for the case fatality ratio in the
general U.S. population vary from 0.05% to 1%”.

From David Kantz, Yale University Prevention Research Centre
“The data from South Korea, where tracking the coronavirus has been by far the best to date, indicate that as much as 99
percent of active cases in the general population are “mild” and do not require specific medical treatment. The small
percentage of cases that do require such services are highly concentrated among those age 60 and older, and further so the
older people are…These conclusions are corroborated by the data from Wuhan, China, which show a higher death rate, but an
almost identical distribution. The higher death rate in China may be real, but is perhaps a result of less widespread
testing…We have, to date, fewer than 200 deaths from the coronavirus in the United States — a small data set from which to
draw big conclusions. Still, it is entirely aligned with the data from other countries. The deaths have been mainly clustered
among the elderly, those with significant chronic illnesses such as diabetes and heart disease, and those in both groups”.
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Lack of hard data fertilising wide range of uncertainty / opinion
Testing is central to getting the economy open again, with a new type of test emerging soon that should speed up progress
Progress of thinking on shutdowns vs herd immunity strategies
• US and UK pursued a “herd immunity” strategy until Monday

16th

March
• Imperial / WHO model published which inferred 500,000 deaths in

UK if unmitigated “do nothing” or herd immunity strategy followed
(assumed R0 2.4, IFR 0.9%, % hospital 4.4%, % infected 81%)

• At one end of the scale, if the overall infection rate in the population

is still low, then a longer shutdown or series of strict and looser
shutdowns will likely be necessary.
• One overlooked aspect of the Imperial study is that it suggested the

first shutdown would be the most extensive (figure below):

• Government strategy changes to progressively stricter lockdown

over March 16th (schools) to March 20th (shutdown)
• New York University (Nassim Taleb and colleagues) highlighted

flaws and incorrect assumptions in Imperial model, recognising an
unmitigated approach would be disastrous, but suggesting the
assumption the virus could not be brought under control after an
initial shutdown was wrong (China, South Korea as examples)
• The controversy rages with a draft Oxford University study picked

up by the FT this week suggesting a much higher level of infection
is present in the population than previously thought
• Testing for viral load is problematic as is dependent on when during

course of what is a transient infection (unlike e.g. HIV) an individual
is tested, as seen in Vo Italy: the Oxford University study could be
correct if a lot of the viral tests so far have given false negatives
• Widespread serological testing (for presence of antibodies after

infection – less prone to false negatives) is necessary to answer
questions around the level of herd immunity in the population and
help guide the re-opening of the economy

• At the other end of the scale, if the infection rate is much higher

than assumed, then the true fatality rate is lower and the economy
may be able to reopen much more quickly
• We are watching the re-opening of the Hubei China economy with

interest to see if a potential second wave of infection can be
contained in such a large population
• The UK government announced it has ordered c.3.5m serological

tests to test for immunity to the virus – validation of these is
currently going on - it is clear that testing will become much more
central to the UK containment strategy after this first shutdown
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Global efforts are ramping up
But clear signs that preparedness and technology are improving
Scope for major improvements for the next SARS/MERS/COVID

TeleMedicine comes of age

• CEPI estimates the annual global costs of moderately severe to

• CEPI estimates that there are eleven diseases that the WHO has
identified as diseases with epidemic potential with a lack of
biomedical counter measures and that the minimum average vaccine
will cost $2.8bn to develop

• Various new technologies becoming available to speed up the
development of treatments: VLP-vaccines (GeoVax), cell therapies

• Ubiquitous cheap DNA sequencing allowing real-time epidemiology
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Market cap ($bn)

severe pandemics is $570bn and with airlines going bust, shipping
and manufacturing indicators below GFC levels the economic risks
are enormous
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tracking (ONT)
Oxford Nanopore's MinIons tracking outbreaks

Signficantly faster vaccine development timelines versus historic 5-15 years

Source: Numis Securities Research

Source: Numis Securities Research
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